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AN INSIDER'S LOOK AT BASEBALL
BAPTISMS IN BRITAIN
By Richard Mavin

day-to-day episodes of my missionary life
have also helped to fine-tune the facts of
those memorable yet stormy years.
Since I address most of these observations
as "information" instead of "inspiration."
what I report may be subject to criticism
from those who ascribe everything that happens to the Divine Will. I leave the "inspired"
"ersion of these events to others; I approach
this task with a certain freedom and obiectivity, unencumbered by the need to secondguess God.
THE CHARISMA OF
T. BOWRING WOODBURY

M

Richard Mavin, standing behind President and Sister Woodbury, was part of a select group of missionaries
honored at this summer 1960 tribute to President McKay. Mavin and his colleagues were the only ones
in the British Mission to reach Woodbury's baptism goal.

The Woodbury experience continues to play an important part in
my psyche. Complicated situations never lend themselves to
simple answers, but after all the endless recounting, I am
content to say that I was part of the Woodbury legacy;

D

MICHAEL QUINN'S report on
the turbulent British Mission years
of the Woodbury presidency gave
birth to a long-overdue ambition to chronicle
my experiences as a "Woodbury missionary"
(see "I-Thou vs. I-It Conversions: The
Mormon 'Baseball Baptism' Era," SUNSTONE,
Dec. 1993). Few young men receive such a
rich and varied educational experience as I
did in those two short years. My mission
RICHARD MAVIN served in the British Mission
from 1960 to 1962. He is president of
SatisJaction Development Systems, a small, Salt
Lake-based company, and writes in hisfree time.
Richard welcomes e-mail (craig.kossin@
graphcon.com).
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placed me squarely in the middle of one of
the most controversial eras in the evolution
of Mormon missionary history.
Quinn does an admirable job reporting
the events and machinations of that era; here
is my personal look at this "history" There is
more of the story to be told, and several
things must be set straight.
Because of the drama and intensity of my
experience, I have spent the past thirty-four
years discussing, debating, and dissecting
what occurred in that short but amazing
chapter of my life. Endless discussions with
missionary acquaintances, converts, and
family have enhanced and clarified the experiences. A review ol the regular tape recordings that I sent home as documents of the

Y parents were both converted to
Mormonism in England. That
conversion resulted in our emigrating to America after the end of World
War 11. My mother's zealous and eloquent
testimony and my father's diligence and obedience to the faith nurtured my own convictions. So, when I turned twenty, it was a
foregone conclusion that I would be a missionary for the Church. Either God, destiny,
or a strong friendship with Apostle LeGrand
Richards resulted in my being called to serve
two years in the land of my birth. 1 was not
surprised. I had always assumed I would
serve a mission there.
I received a letter from T. Bowring
Woodbury, British Mission president, welcoming me to the mission. I anived in
~ o n d o in
i January of 1960. Woodbury had
already been there for a year. I entered a
world dominated by one of the 1110stcharismatic and powerful personalities I had yet
encountered in my life. 1 would never again
be the same.
Throughout Quinn's article, and in the
material he uses for his references, not
enough credit is given to how strongly
Woodbury (a man of enormous ego and
presence) influenced all the major players
around him. Things attributed to Elders
Henry D. Moyle, Alvin R. Dyer, N. Eldon
Tanner, and others were, in my opinion, at
least partially a reflection of Woodbury's
strong character and influence. I watched
him influence people. Missionaries, especially those who served under him for the
first two years, worshipped Woodbury.
British Saints were mesmerized by his eloquence and demeanor. There was an air of
royalty about the Woodbury family and their
lifestyle, mostly engendered by "By," as he
was known to family and friends. When
Elder Derek A. Cuthbert, in The Second
Centuly: Latter-day Saints in Great Britain,
1937-1987, refers to the greatness of the
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Woodbury years, he reflects the kind of impact Woodbury had on the Saints. To the majority of these Saints, those were the golden
years of the British Mission. Woodbury's
powerful influence on people should never
be underestimated and can be scarcely understated.
My first introduction to our mission
mother was the president's announcement to
the small group of new missionaries: "Now
brethren [no lady missionaries were present],
I want you to meet Bubbles." Bubbles, like
By, was right out of the pages of Vogue. The
children living with them, Bo and Wendy,
were clones of By and Bubbles. This was certainly a family made in heaven as a role
model for young, impressionable missionaries. These impressions demonstrate the
foundation that enabled the subsequent
"problems" to germinate, develop, and
flourish. Woodbuty wasn't just another mission president; he was bigger than life and an
absolute spellbinder. Awe-inspired loyalty to
the man and his ideas left little room for conjecture or debate. This is especially true
within the context of what was purported to
be the purest of all endeavors-bringing
souls to Christ.
On the other hand, the enigmatic
Woodbury could be irresistible. On a few
magic occasions, he got out his clarinet and
played for all of us. Great eyes rollin? manicured fingers caressing the shiny ebony, he
would sweep the instrument through the air
in sensual circles while producing the most
seductive tones. The momentary contact
with this most human side of the president
delighted and mesmerized us all-it was
part of the same contradiction that we experienced in having a mission mother called
Bubbles.
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HOW THE BASEBALL PROGRAM BEGAN

I

N the first summer of my mission, I witnessed the birth of the baseball program.
There was no formal unveiling, fanfare,
or hype. It was not credited by its creator as
having been inspired: neither did it come
from the active minds of Woodbury,
President Moyle, or any other LDS leader. Its
roots were in pragmatism and desperation.
Elder Gaylan Grover was the branch president in Swansea, Wales. One of his principal
responsibilities was creating activities for the
half-dozen young people who attended the
weekly youth program that Mormons called
MIA. It was summer, and since the MIA meetings were held in a rented school near a park,
it seemed natural to take the kids outside
into the late afternoon sun for any activity
Grover could contrive. By his own admission, Grover knew nothing about English
sports, and so, as he reported to us in our
Welsh District supervising elders' meeting,
he wrote home for a softball and bat.
At the next MIA meeting, after the equipment had anived, there was an astounding
response. Grover enthusiastically related the
phenomenon: "Within ten minutes, we had
thirty kids begging to learn the new game.
They gathered around us from all over the
park, joining in with our kids to play this
new American sport." As the evening wore
on, it struck the elders that they should get
the names and addresses of these nonMormon kids before they went home.
As Grover and his missionary companion
subsequently visited the families, not only
were they not rejected, they were welcomed
into the homes as "young American friends
from the park." Old barriers fell, psychological distance disappeared, and relationships

were established. As if by magic, the elders
were able to exploit these opportunities to
teach. The baseball program had begun.
It became obvious to all of us in the Welsh
District that Grover had happened onto a
marvelous way of proselyting. We tried it,
and it worked for all of us. Tales of our success soon spread to London, Great Britain,
America, and the world. I don't think it ever
occurred to any of us, in those early days,
that this was an "easy way" to meet the mission's ambitious new convert baptism goals.
After all, we had seen the impressive results
of the referral program which had been introduced early in 1960. Compared to the
drudgery and rejection of tracting door
to door, asking members for lists of their
nonmember friends and neighbors to be
used as referrals was a welcome alternative.
The successful results of the referral program
set the stage for the new baseball proselyting
program. It was simply a "super referral program." Instead of being dependent on members to provide names, missionaries could
simply don sweatshirts, take their ball and
bat to any park, and within ten minutes,
have a crowd of English kids fighting to give
their parents' names and addresses for the
privilege of receiving a visit from the "young
Yanks."
WHAT WENT WRONG WITH
BASEBALL BAPTISMS

N

0 one can deny the legitimate value
of the program as a proselyting tool.
Very few Mormon elders and sisters
had difficulty justifying this clever means of
finding converts; since when one has "the
truth," the end justifies the means. As the
baseball program grew, it became a source of
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teaching opportunities, and many parents
were taught alongside the children. It was
clear, however, that the children were ready
to accept baptism much faster than their parents were. The dilemma was, "Do we go
ahead with the kids and work with the parents after their children's baptism, or do we
wait for the family to enter the waters of baptism together?" The answer was simple for
most young missionaries, especially in the
highly competitive environment created by a
constant barrage of mission incentive programs. The logic went like this: I need two
more baptisms this week to qualify me for
recognition in the "Honor Your Mothern
campaign. Since the Jones children are ready,
even though their parents are not, let's baptize them now, get the recognition, honor
mother, and continue to work with the
Jones's parents for a later baptism commitment.
Children were easy to convert; adults
were not. The temptation was: Why labor
with the Jones adults when the Evans kids
were also ready for conversion? The elements
all came together to create the opportunity
for abuse. Based on personal experience, my
unequivocal conclusion is that abuse was not
overtly planned, encouraged, nor condoned.
It just happened. But once it happened, it
was conveniently ignored, generally denied,
and subsequently apologized for. Without reviewing the whole litany of baseball baptism
problems, here are the main areas of concern
(in addition to the fact that most children
joined without their parents): Missionaries
(a) baptized kids without teaching them
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properly, (b) misrepresented the organization
that the kids were joining, (c) misrepresented
or omitted the requirements and expectations for membership in the LDs church, (d)
failed to get permission from parents for kids
to join, and (e) bribed or bet with kids for the
purpose of coercing them to join.
The result was a huge number of inactive
youth within months of their conversion.
Abuses happened for all the reasons that
cause people to do the wrong things for the
right reasons. Unfortunately, in the beginning, when the abuses started and then increased, Woodbury was insulated from the
truth by his missionary leaders. No one
dared tell the emperor that his new clothes
were an illusion and that he was indeed
naked in the streets. The elements that gathered to create the eventual storm can easily
be identified. It is a story as old as religion
and as predictable as time. Youth and inexperience resulted in missionaries' choosing the
line of least resistance; zealotry resulted in
the rationalization that the end justified the
means; and aspiration affected almost
everyone from mission leadership to ordinary missionaries. We all soon learned that
baptism numbers equated to personal recognition and higher positions in the institution.
With an absence of meaningful debate and
open dialogue, the merits of the program,
having reached the status of "inspired plan,"
were never subject to objective review
The abhorrent loss of morality ascribed to
some missionaries was nothing more than
naivete. Many of us were just too young to
realize that without parental support the

"Tell me more about sex in heaven."
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youth we baptized had little chance for longterm activity. Whether the baptisms were
performed with cool indifference or honest
caring, the results, unfortunately, were the
same. Taking the line of least resistance in
finding and baptizing these children can be
somewhat understood when one considers
the intense pressure each young missionary
faced in meeting difficult numerical goals.
The attainment of these goals was taken to
represent a missionary's level of spirituality.
The level and number of abuses varied from
one missionary to another. As is true in the
normal spectrum of human behavior, there
are extremes on either end. Some missionaries-usually exceptionally strong personalities who never adapted well to institutional
expectations-refused to baptize unattached
youth. They were usually ostracized and
treated contemptuously On the other hand,
there were those who apparently had no
moral compunctions about doing anything
as long as the result brought recognition, or
at least reduced the pressure to demonstrate
spiritual excellence through conversion
numbers. The majority of missionaries fell
somewhere in between.
The "war stories" chronicled by Quinn
and others, based on interviews with British
missionaries, although sometimes exaggerated, are true in most instances. There is
never a lack of controversial experiences in
an environment that nurtures controversy. It
is obvious that there were damaging things
done in the name of Mormonism, but most
missionaries sincerely tried their best, most
of the time, to do the right thing. Most children baptized under the baseball program
were taught the fundamentals of
Mormonism, at least on a rudimentary level,
so that most of them knew they were becoming part of a church and not a club. Most
parents knew their children were being baptized and agreed to it. The most unfortunate
aspect of the whole program was that the majority of these baptized children never
gleaned the valuable, positive benefits of the
religion they joined.
So much of the problem was timing.
Consider the branches of the LDs church that
existed in Britain during this period. Because
of the mass emigration of converts to
America during the post-war years, the
membership was made up largely of "leftovers." This "come to Zion" mentality had
been openly encouraged by missionaries, if
not by the Church itself. "Come to Zionn was
the call my parents heard. They gave up a
great deal to heed that call. Those who could
usually emigrated; those who couldn't, for
whatever reason, stayed.
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In 1960, few Church meeting places in
Great Britain had been built that accommodated the youth programs of the Church so
prevalent in America. Most LDS buildings
were converted homes that provided no cultural halls nor gymnasiums. In addition, an
overivhelming percentage of the active members were women, whose leadership opportunities were limited because they did not
hold the priesthood. Most leadership positions, including the office of branch president, were filled by the male missionaries.
Continuity suffered because the priesthood
leadership changed as often as missionaries
were moved or reassigned.
Suddenly thrust into the center of this
less-than-perfect situation was an onslaught
of unattached, unsupervised youth. Most of
them were scruffy kids without any training
in appropriate religious behavior. The old,
long-term members, who had learned to survive on their long-suffering status as "the stalwart few," wanted nothing to do with these
"pests." When the missionaries who had baptized the new youth converts were still
around, they helped provide some level of
surrogate parental interest and control; however, when the they left the area, neither the
members nor the new missionaries wanted
much to do with these unattached kids. In
many cases: it was deemed best that the unruly, unsupervised youth converts stay home
so the rest of the members could enjoy the
meetings.
It is poignant that most of the new
Church facilities in Great Britain, which were
erected in the mid-sixties, were built by some
of the surviving youth converts who served
"building missions." It seems cruelly paradoxical that the very buildings needed to
better accommodate those unruly baseball
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There seemed to be no center ground, no
search for the possible positive elements in
the Woodbury legacy
On the other hand, under President
Curtis, the "bad stuff' was simply abandoned; the "good stuff' became the basis of
the "new stuff." There was no vendetta, no
guilt, no blame.
As a result of the discrediting that followed the Woodbury era, By and his misOTHER CHURCH LEADERS'S
sionaries spent years defending themselves
INVOLVEMENT
and justifying what had taken place. Quinn
UINN indicates that LDS church states that Woodbury rose to the "lofty
general authority Marion D. Hanks height" of membership on the Missionary
was called on to take over as British Committee for the Church; however, most of
Miss1 president after Woodbury's term was us who knew Woodbury believed that
over. His orders were to "clean up the messn through his mentor, First . Presidency
Woodbury had left. But why were the Councilor Henry D. Moyle, he had been set
cleanup efforts so obsessively focused on on a fast track for LDS general authority
Hanks's half of what had been the old British status years before being called as the British
Mission? When Woodbury left, the existing Mission president. Many of us still hold the
British mission was divided in two. London opinion that Woodbury's untimely death at a
remained the headquarters of the British fairly young age was due, in part, to the disMission, the portion that Hanks inherited to appointment associated with unfulfilled ex"clean up." The second mission was formed pectations.
It is interesting that, as the North British
by putting the counties of Bristol, Somerset,
Devon, and Comwall into the Southwest Mission president, Bernard I? Brockbank had
British Mission under new mission president, adopted and used the baseball program with
A. Ray Curtis. Missionaries I talked with who a zeal that at least equaled and perhaps surhad served under Woodbury, but then served passed anything the British Mission president
under one of the two new mission presi- could muster, evident by the record of child
dents, could not have had more contrasting baptisms in the North British Mission during
responses to the Woodbury dynasty his tenure. It is also interesting that the overPresident Hanks undertook a direction that whelming weight of criticism and blame asliterally stopped investigator conversion in sociated with the program came to rest
favor of missionary conversion. The mission- squarely on the shoulders of Woodbury and
aries were instructed to begin a personal re- his missionaries, with little or no vitriol for
trenchment and rededication program Brockbank's bunch.
Brockbank went on to become an LDS
centered on studying the scriptures for days
at a time. If what Woodbury had done was general authority; Woodbury languished in
"black," then H a ~ k shad to do it "white." virtual nonrecognition.

hordes, and to increase their chances of benefiting from their newfound religion, were
built only after most of them had become inactive andlor excommunicated. Poor timing
was indeed one of the factors that contributed to the problems that fueled the controversy.

Q
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WOODBURYS LEGACY AS
MISSION PRESIDENT

T

HE saddest legacy of this epoch was
the slow, ignominious demise of the
Woodbury dynasty In the peak years
of 1959, when Woodbury was setting missionary work on fire for the entire LDS
system, and 1960, with the huge influx of
baseball baptism converts, his rising star was
setting the spiritual skies ablaze. But the skies
clouded as stories of rampant misuse of spiritual power started to surface early in 1961 in
the hallowed halls of LDS headquarters in Salt
Lake City In a feeble attempt to thwart the
criticism (without a resulting erosion of the
all-important baptism numbers), Woodbury
and missionary leaders came up with the
perfect answer. The so-called "family baptisms" solution was a direct response to the
attacks on the "unattachedn youth baptisms
that had been the hallmark of the baseball
program. Missionaries were directed by
Woodbury to focus proselyting efforts on
family baptisms. A family baptism was defined as two members of the same family-a
child and at least one parent, in theory In reality, in most instances, it became two kids
from the same family. No differentiation was
made between adults and children. But these
"family" baptisms were touted as the answer
to the baseball problem. Baseball was still the
preferred and condoned form of proselyting;
however, the resulting baptisms were justified by the magic number of two.
My observation as a missionary was that
nothing changed significantly with the family
baptism sham. In fact, if anything, it contributed to the deterioration of morale in the
mission because of the cynicism created
among the missionaries who recognized the
game that was being played. As criticism
from the outside continued to increase, pressure from the inside increased proportionally
in order to demonstrate that the Woodbury
phenomenon was no fluke.
Perhaps the best way to explain the pressure is to relate what the experience was like.
Nearly every Monday morning, supervising
elders from the districts journeyed to
Exhibition Road, near Hyde Park in London,
to sit through some of the best-orchestrated
sales meetings 1have ever seen conducted. 1
can honestly say that even in my marketing
career, 1 have never been subjected to the
kind of intense pressure that I experienced at
those meetings. Charts, graphs, and promotional materials were well prepared and
deftly implemented by Woodbury and his
staff. The highlight of the meeting was the
pledging of baptisms for the coming week.
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Each supervising elder was required to
pledge the number of baptisms he would
produce in his district. One by one, we stood
in front of our peers and our president and
committed to bring "souls to the Lord." In
retrospect, some of the exchanges were
laughable, some poignant, some sad and destructive. The president would precede each
pledge with an introductory statement about
the supervising elder and his district. These
utterances ran the gamut from praise to disdain, based on previous baptism performance records emblazoned across charts at
the head of the room. Stimulated by these
numbers, Woodbury, complete with animated facial expressions, vacillated between
enthusiasm and incredulity in his remarks.
There were some horrible moments of character assassination for the non-producers.
Most of us survived the "attacks"; however, 1
often wonder about the destructive effect on
those who didn't.
The end of Woodburyk third year was
also the end of my second. The last great mission goal set for the end of 1961 was not met.
This was the first numeric baptismal goal

Woodbury had not achieved. All the missionaries attended a "celebration dinner" in
London in January of 1962. It was a nonevent. The gloom and disappointment of
missing the all-important goal overshadowed
the entire evening. The glory years were over.
Woodbury and I both came home on the
Queen Mary to begin non-missionary life
again.
For many years I regularly attended the
annual Woodbury British Mission reunions.
Then they began to regress deeper and
deeper into an exercise of self-defense and
justification. After Woodburyk death, I attended both the Hanks and Curtis reunions.
Without the intensity and drama of
Woodbury himself, they lacked appeal for
me.
Fueled by the controversy played out in
those challenging three years, the Woodbury
experience continues to play an important
part in my psyche. Complicated situations
never lend themselves to simple answers, but
after all the endless recounting, I am content
to say that I was part of the Woodbury legacy.

s

WE LEAVE OUR BODIES BEHIND
There is nothing reasonable in this wanting.
Petals drop in the eyes of ruined maidens
and the world is saved. To crucify the Christ
who sings inside our hearts is to come to know
his agony What did Mary care about Joseph
when the Spirit overshadowed her? Or veiled
women after, with stones in their hands? Love
comes too late to our defense, Mary weeping
at the foot of a cross. Thieves crying out.
That I believe. Not angels clothed in glory.
Silence. Anointing the body with spices.
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